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Tests have been made in the A.R.A. %t x 8ft trsnsonic  tunnel on s
st~smlined  store-pylon arrangement mounted in various  locations beneath a
45 swept wing-fuselage model. Six-component measurenents  of both the
loads  on the store inclu&ng  pylon-induced effects, and of the total store
plus pylon loads have been obtained for Ikh numbers fromi!  = 0.60 to
M = 1.41. This note presents the full sidefonze  and yawing moment results.
These are snalysed in detail and related to the likely sidewash  field
beneath the wing at both subsonic and supersonic speeds, as obtained from
other sources. The experimental sideforce  results are compared with
estimates based on the empirical method presented in A.R.A. Report No.5.
These comparisons show that certain changes in the empirical  method are
desirable and appropriate suggestions are made in this note; a final
revision till be II&~  when further expedmentsl  results are available
showing in particular, the effects of changing the depth of the store
beneath the wing.

The unpublitied  results of some ad hoc tests at transonic  speeds on
winged missiles mounted beneath both a 60° delta and a 40° sweptback wing
are given in order to emphasize the dangers in using the empirical method
for stores which have slgniflcant  wing-type lifting surfaces.
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A general review of the-present state of knowledge  on the aerodynamic
loads on pylon-mounted external stores has.recentl,y  been published as
R. & X.3505 (Ref.?). This showed that much of the existing experimental
data had been obtained either at low subsonic speeds or at supersonic iiach
numbers such as 1.i  = 1.6 - 2.0, r-6th relatively fw tests at intermediate
speeds, e.g., in the trsnsonic range. This omission is particularly
serious since.analysis  of the data actually available suggeststhat  for
many store arrangements, the maximum loads'may  well occur at trsnsonic
speeds. A systematic series of tests has therefore been m$de,in the
A.R.A. 9ft'x -0ft  transonio tunnel on a pylon-mounted external stor$
configuration located in various alternative positions beneath a 45 swept
wing-fuselage rcdel. Tests have been made lrith a store consisting of a
simple body of revolution both.cith and without small tail fins mounted at
three alternative chordwise  positions at the wing mid semispan  station;
also, t"e,store  without its tail fins was tested at two other spsrwise
stations. For all these positions, the store was at the same depth belob?
the wing and the storeLpylon geometry remained the same throughout, e.g.,
a change in the store chorM.se  position meant a change in where the pylon
was attached to the wing lower surface. Six-component measurements of
both the loads on the store including the pylon-induced effects, and Of
the total store plus pylon,loads.have  been obtained for Nach numbers from
I,! = 0.60 to x = I .41.

The present.note  gives the full storef2ylon sidcforoe  and yacing
moment results, together with sows indication of tho depth ofithe
side-load o:entres  as deduced from the measured rolling moments. The
side load data aro analysod in detail ati rolatcd to the local flow
fields and in particular the looal sidewash  that is likely to exist '
bensath the swept wing-fuselage oonbination,  No actual  msasurenents
of this local sidewash  field were made during the present tests but
fortunately,  data for both subsonic and supersonic speeds  wore avoilablo  ,
from other sourocs  for a very similar wing-fuselage configuration.

The note also includes comparisons between'the measured sideforce data
and predictions using the empirical method put fonfard  in Ref.1. These
COmpWisOns confirm that the basic features of the empirical method are
sound  but several of the factors need to be revised in order to.improve  its
general accuraoy. Some tentative suggestions  as' to how this should be
done are included but in this.respect, the note should merely be regarded
as an interim statement. The eqerimental  prograrcae is to be extended in
the near future and it would be preferable to wait for the results of the
nen tests before making any final revision of the method. In particular,,,
the new tests w-ill  include measurements of the loads on stores mounted at
different depths below  the ?&sing  and also at a.ohordwise  position ahead  of
the wing leading edge at mid semispan; also, comparison will be made
betiTeen the loads on a store at a given position but supported by pylons
of oidely differing sweepback.

Despite the need for changes in the empirical method, the present
analysis has confirmed the view that there is.a place for empirical
methods of this type. !!hen finally revised, the method should be useful,.
and reliable in indicating the general trends of the variation of store
loads withilach  number and store position but clearly, the accuracy of
the results obtained by the method v;ill  decrease according to the completi-
ty of the geometry of either the store or the aircraft. In order to
emphasise the dangers of using the empirical method outside its proper
range of applicability it was thought worthwhile including in the present
note some results of store load measurements made&  in the A.R.A. transonio
tunnel on various ad hoc configurations. These are discussed in section
IO. In particular, they show  that much more thought is needed before
the method can be applied to estimate the loads on winged missiles.
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Also, an example  is included showing how the particular features of the
wing-fuselage junction shape on an actual aircraft and the flow around
the fuselage can materially affect the loads on stores mounted at least
beneath the inner part of the wang. This 1s a good illustration of how
factors that cannot be allowed for easily in an empirical method may
nevertheless be very important 3n practice.

A comment at this point on the justification for generalised
programmes such as that described m this note is perhaps opportune. The
complex nature of the flow fields beneath swept wing-fuselage oomblnations
at transonic speeds and as just noted, the many factors that can affect
the aerodynamic  store loads imply that to obtain really acc.urate  quanti-
tative data for a specaflc  installation, \o.nd  tunnel tests on the
particular layout fill probably alnays  be required. Such specific test
data are however unlikely to be available at an early stage in the design
and it 1s than that anapproximate  empirical method based on sn analysis
of general data is likely to be most useful. A generalized test
programme can be justified on three main counts. viz, the extra systematic
data that it adds to the literature, the increased accuracy and range of
applicability that lt brings to the empirical type of method and finally
and perhaps most important, the fact that analysis of systematic data
should help in understanding what factors are likely to be important and
how the store loads are likely to depend on these factors. For example,
the analysis in the present note in >lhich  the measured store loads are
related to the local flow fields beneath the i-ring  of the present tests,
coupled wzth a knowledge of the likely flow fields beneath a wing of
different design, e.g., of different sweepback  or thickness/chord ratio,
should enable one to predict at least qualitatively the loads on similar
stores placed in similar positions beneath the other wing. In passing,
it may be noted that this may be an easier type of extrapolation than
reading across from one store to another beneath the same wing.

2. NOTATICXJ

b
0

c

cP
cY

cyO

(cy)a
(Cy)P
(c&B

wing span
local wing chord
mean  aerodpamic  chord
pylon  chord
sideforce/qoF,  positive towards fuselage
store/pylon sideforce coefficient at a =P= O"

store/pylon sideforce  coefficient at incidence a 0

store/pylon sideforce coefficient at sideslip  p"
store/pylon sideforce coefficient at combined
incidence (a") and sideslip  (p")
rate of change of store/pylon sideforce coefficient
rzith incidence (per deg)
rate of change of store/pylon sideforce ccefficient
wath sidesllp  (per deg)
yawing moment/qo31s,  positive nose inwards, referred
to store mid point
store/pylon yawing moment coefficient ata = p = 0"

ratcofchGngecfstor&@onyawingmoment
coefficient with incidence (per deg)
rrtc  of change of ;tore/pylon  yawing moment
coefficient %rith sid:ol.ip (par deg)
pressure coefficient = pl-pJqo

store maximum diameter

/F = store max.imun . . . . .
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F = storemsximumfr.mtalarea=~

K*,, K, e'tc.=,empirical  factors.for sdforce estimation in R&.1:
ls =
M =
EfL I

Pl =
PO =
9 =

.=% .
R =
t =
x =s

x/a -I

store overall length -
freestreamMach  number-
local iiach number
local static pressure
freestream static pressure
local&tic pressure
freestream dynamo pressure.-
local store radius ~
wing maximum thiclaless

Yi =

ys' .=

e .8 :=

z/c =

dsi :

chordtise  position of store,mid-point  from local;le&g  edge,
.fraction  of local wing chord = x/o,.,positive  aft _
chordwise position of &ore/pylon oentre  of press&e from store
mid-point, expressed in store diameters, .positive  forward
sidefoke  unit len&& .--I. _

cpz-*-.Jr-
spsnwise  position of ston mid-point from ding-fkselage  centreline,
fraction of wing semispan  = 2y/b
,depth-of-store  centreline from wikg.choz!d  'plane, expressed &'
store'dismeters. For present tests z

9
=l.l&oa. <

vertical distance fromdng chord. plane, fraotlon of localming
chord

a =
p =.
cr =
AC

yFIITs=
Cy (fins on)1 . - Cy (fins off) for (SP).or  (S) cases.-

&pth of s&e/pylon cekre of pres's&e  f&m wk$ chord plane,
fraction  of store centreline  depth zmaK  = 2.22 ins. - /
angle  of incidence (degs.),  positive nose up
angle of sideslip  (degs.),  positive nose to port..-
angle  of sidewash  (degs.),  positive toi7ards  wing tip

AC
nFliW

= Cn (fins on) - Cn (fins off) for-(SP)  or (S) cases

AC
'GAP 1

= ACy
FliFJ

(SP)  - ACy (8FDIS

AC%AP  = Ac%Iis(SF) -AC (S) ,
. YFzv.4

Suffix (S) denotis  store loads in'presence  of pylon, designated "store plus
pylon induced loads", store on port dng pylon attached to vring.

Suffix (SP) denotes total loads measured on the store/pylon assembly, desig-. nated "total store plus pylon loads", store on starboard wing;
pylon attached to store

Suffix (9;)  &not&s store loads  in the presence  of the wing wd.th no pylon
Suffix (ISOL) dehotes isolated store loads mith no ?ling or pylon

3. IJODEL mTkti- -

3.1 i!tiezp&e  Coibination____.-.-

The principal dim.sions‘of  the wing$usk.ge  combination used-in the
tests are given in Fig.l(a).

/The wing has an aspect mtio....
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The wing has an aspect ratio of 2.82, a taper ratio of 0.33, 45'
sweepback on the O.gc line and a @% thick, R.A.E 102 section throughat.
It has no warp and is mounted symmetrically on a fuselage of relatively
large diamster. This wing-fuselage design has been tested in various
transonic  tunnels in order to investigate model interference effects2;
the flow over the wring at iiach number from M q 0.6 to IM = 1.6 is described
in detail in Ref.3.

The wing planform ("Varren  12")  and thickness/chord ratio are
typical of the aircraft design for which external store load estimates
are likely to be required but the design does not include the features
which are needed to maintain subcritical-type flow at transonic  speeds,
or even to obtain the best possible performance at high subsonic speeds
with a wing of this sweepbaok  and thickness/chord ratio. Ref.3 shows
that the flow pattern over the wing at Iiach numbers near Ii = 1.0 is very
complex. At positive incidences,  however, most of the serious flow
separation effects are likely to occur above the wing upper surface and
hence should not be too significant in the context of the loads on under-
wing stores. It was felt therefore that the choice of model should be
satisfactory for tine present progranme. Some support for this view is
afforded by the nature of the results actually obtained in the tests: as
will be seen later, no really erratic changes in store loads were
observed near M = 1.0. It should be possible to extrapolate the present
results to those that might have been obtained on a good transonic air-
craft design by considering hw the changes in design philosophy are
likely to affect the local flow field and particularly, the local side-
wash beneath the wing.

No fin or tailplsne  was fitted to the model. This sho~uld  have
no significant effect on the measured store loads but it detracts from
the usefulness of the overall results as measured on the six-component
balance inside the fuselage. These overall results are not presented in
this note.

Slots were machined in the lower surface of the wing at 0.30, 0.50
and 0.75 semispan, on both port and starboard sides, to provide locations
for the stores and space for the balance wiring. The slots were filled
with removable-make-up pieces smoothed to the wing contour.

2.2 Store-Xx--..__  _lon Assembly

The store-pylon configurations used on either wing panel were
identical, apart from clearance gaps as shwn  on Fig.l(b). The position
of the pylon relative to the store was the same for all chordwise  and
spanvJise  positions  tested (see Pig.l(c)). As a result, the pylon
position relative to the wing varied with store chorixise pcsitaon,  the
pylon-wing junction being over the forward half of the wing lower surface
when the store centre was below the wing leading edge,and  being over  the
rear half of the "ing lower surface when the store mid-point was at xs =
0.50, The pylon was swept forward (relative to the wing) at an angle  of
53.5 (defming  this angle such that a vertical pylon would be unwept)
and as shown in Fig.l(c),  this results in a quite representative arrsnge-
merit  when xs = 0 but not when x = 0.50. In practice, for the position
such as x

S
= 0.50, the store YOU% probably be supported by a pylon that

was swept back relative to the wing snd which was attached to the forward
part of the wing lower surface. The swept forward pylon was used in
the present tests irrespective of store position mainly in the interests
of simplifying the manufacture and rigeing;  there is however some merit
in msintainrng the sane pylon-store intersection in a systematic test
series  because then, the pylon-induced effects on the store at a given
test con&tion (hisalP,)  are merely a function of the local Iding-induced
sidewash field. Even so, the fact that the xs = 0.50 store position was
not combined with the sort of pylon that vlould  probably be used in
practice may be importsnt

/The store >ith....
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The store with its tail fins was tested at xs = 0, 0.15 and 0.50 at
the wing rmd semispan  station and also at x = 0, y, = 0.75 and x = 0.50,

S
y, = 0.30, (see Fig.l(a)). Also, the store without the tail fin:  was
tested at the same three positions at mid semispan.

For all test locataons,  the store centreline  was at 1.40 store diameters
below the wing chordal plane and the apRroprzate  values of z/c are 0.140,
0.168  and 0.226 for y, = 0.30, 0.50 and 0.75 respectively. -'he issue as to
whether to vary y, at constant s as in the present tests or at constant (z/c)

' is somewhat difficult  to resolve. (z/c) may appear a sensible parameter at
first sight but this is not necessarily the case; for example, it will be
seen later whe,l considering the local sidewash  faelds  that at supersonic
speeds, s may be the more ap;roprlate  paramster. Even at subsonic speeds,
it could be argued that a spanwise  traverse at constant (s/c) below a
tapered wing will not give the effects of y, alone unless the store size were
also varied with spanwise  position  so as to maintain a coz.ts.nt  valise  for
the ratio of store diameter/local wang chord. In essence, this means that
for a tapered wing, changes in y usually imply changes in quite a number of
other varrables,  and hence, the &averse at constant z as in the present
tests 1s probably Just as suitable ::s  any other proposal, provided due
allowance is made for ths when analysmg the results.

3.2.1 Store.-_...i  .-I..I_.-

The~streamlined store, length 13.176",  max.diameter 1.586", fineness
ratio 8.32, was constructed to the folloxang ordanates,'(see  Rig.l(b));

__,-__ .- ..I .- _...._  _ .- ..~--.. ._- ._--.------ ----------I
xl* 0.25

,___ I

' 0.50 IO.75 II.00  1.25 j

R", 0.150 1 0.240  j 0.313!

1.50 / 1.75 1 2.0 I 2.5

0.J~3;e11.22;  0:!78' 0.526; 0.567/

i 3.0

0.6371 0.687
-- -__--  e - -- - .-_._  _.' ..----.

X" 3.50

R*! 0.728
-- ._

____.__.  -._ 7- .------.--.  -- -- --
4.00 &,i i'5,00 1 5.50 i 6.00'1  6.50 ; 7.00 /

- .--
7.50 I 0.00

0.75710  7771  0.790; 0.793' 0.7871  0.7801 0.760:  0.730;  0.693
--- -_ --- -- pL---.- -- -.-1..----  ------- - .-

----.._ ----,  _.--. . .._ -.--  - -- - - -.

v.50 $0.00 j10.50 iii 00 ill.50 jl2.00 j12.50 [l3:00 113.176

0.577 / 0.527 1 0.474;  0.4221 0.3671  0.313; 0.2501 0.181 1 0.176
/ t
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The store was tested with  and without small cruciform tail fins. The
dimensions of the fins are given in Fig.l(b).
45O to the vertical.

The fins I-zere positioned at
The quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamrc

chord of the fins is 0.414l,  aft of the store mid-point.

3.2.2Pylon

The pylon was untapered and swept forward relative  to the wang at an
angle of 53.5' (this angle be* defined such that a vertical pylon would be
unswept). The pylon chord was equal to half the store length. The aero-
foil section was basically R.A.E.102,  5% thick based on a chord of 7.900"
but was truncated at 6.588" to give a thick trawling  edge. The thiclmess/
chord ratio based on the actual pylon chord -r,as  6$ (see Frg.i(b)).

3.2.3 Iiechanical  Details-- -. _-. . 1-1

The stores on either wing panel were attached to the undersurface of
the wing by means of a six-component strain gauge balance and a strut which
as shown in Fig.l(b),  passed through the hollow pylon !Lth a small clearance
gap on all sides. On the port wing, the pylon was attached to the wing and
not to the store and thus, the balance measured the loads on the store in
the presence of the pylon and the wing (these are referred to subsequently
as the STORE HLJS  F'YLCW-EJDlJZED  (S) IKUDS.) Gn the starboard wing,
the pylon was attached to the store but not to the \nng so that the balance
on this s1d.e measured the loads acting on the full store/pylon assembly in

/the presence of... .
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the presence of the wing (these are referred to as the TOTAL STORE PIJJS
PYLON  (SP) II)m). A clearance gap of about l/16"  was provided between
the store and the bottom of the pylon for the (S) case, and between the top
of the pylon and the wing for the (SP) case. It was felt that these gaps
would not be large enough to have any substantial effect on the measured
loads. Analysis of the results show that the fin oontribution.to  the
ioads  is as much as Zw higher from the (SF')  results as compared with the
(S) results. The major part of this difference is probably due to the
forward effect of the fins on the pylon load and without further teslsit
is impossible to separate %hzs from any effects due to the gap in the
pylon-store junction which might have caused disturbed flow over the fins
in the (S) case. In any case of doubt the results for the (SP)  case should
be the most reliable.

4. DETAILS OF TESTS

As noted above, tests on the store with its tailfins  were made at
five alternative locations as shown in Fig.l(a):  at xs = 0, 0.15 and 0.50
for y

S
= 0.50, and at xs = 0.50, y, & 0.30 and at xs = 0, y, = 0.75. Also,

the store without fins was .tested  at the three locations at mid semispan.

For most of these configurations, tests were tide at nominal Mach
numbers of 0.60, 0.90, 0.96, 1.02, 1.20 and 1.41. A fevr tests were
also made at Mnom = 0.80, 0.99 and 1.10 to confirm that the Mach-number
values chosen for the main test progmze were adequate to define the
transonic  trends in the variation of store loads wath Nach number. The
tests were made  at a stagnation pressure of 1 atmosphere and the Reynolds
number based on the wing mesn  chord varied from about 4.0 I I@ at 11 =
0.60 to An incidence range from
- 3 t o

about 5.0 x 80" atM = 0.90 and above.
+12' atp = 0 and a sideslip  mange  of +5' at a = O", 60 and 12O

was covered at each Mach number for each store configuration.,

Transition was fixed with bends of 0.004" - 0.005" Ballotini in
araldite as follows :

~ , , /. .
(a) On the Wang: round  the leading edge and back to 0.10~  on

both surfaces,

(b) On the fuselage: a band round the nose, $2 wide, centred 5"
from the apex,

(c) Cn the pylons: from 0.05~  to 0.100 on both surfaces, 1.

(cl)  On the stores: a band round the nose, &" wide, oentred $ilt  from apex,

(e) On the store fins: from 0.05~ to 0.10~  on both surfaces of all fins.

In addition to the test configurations quoted above, an additional
test was made on the clean wing-fuselage with no stores or pylons. -This
was to determine the incremental effe'ct  of the stores on the overall aero-
dynamic characteristics of the complete configuration. These data are
however not included in the present note.

5. ACCURACY Rc REDUCTIOiY OF RCXLTS-
Appropriate tunnel constraint corrections to model incidence were

applied but no corrections were made for the effects of model blockage on
I.Iach  number and dynamac  pressure. Near Li = 1.0, the nominal IJach  numbers
should be corrected for model blockage: earlier tests on various models of
this particular wing&fuselage configuration showed that Knom = 0.96 should
correspond to about Moofiected=0.945,  kinom  = 0.99 to about ?:Icorr=0.97
snd 'y',o,  = 1.02 to about Moorr= 0.99, with the other LIach numbers of the

/present tests.....
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present tests being unaffected. Corresponding corrections should-really
have been applied to the dynamic pressure but this omission should not have
sny marked effect on the conclusions drawn from the present test'data.

.The angles of incidence end sideslip  have been corrected for the
deflection of the main sting and balance under load. Ii0 allowance has
been made for the smsll  deflections of the store/pylon assemblies under
load, or for the interference effects caused by the gaps at the.store-  . .
pylon and pylon-Giw  junctions. us Llo$ecl  earlier, the pps at the store--  y
pylon junctions Wq hwc swe'.effcot.~~-tho  flew OYOI‘ the aft p&'of the
.store, Iience  it ncluld  bcLbctter to determine'tho fin-ce+ntributions  fx&
t.Ju2  (SP) loads,  I-am&a+ that these  will then. inohdo 4nyfoxuardeffects
Of the fins on tho.lo,ad  orrtho  pjilon.

The accur&y of the results in coefficient foxm varies with Nach number
owihg  to the associated changes in dynamic pressure. -Based on the repeat-
ability of results snd a component inst rument, resolution of +2 digitizer
counts, the balance sensititities  are such that the general accurky Of the
present results LS believed to be as follows for both (S) and (SP,loads:

i. . - M 0.60 1.02
j ,’

1.41I’>

. .. .
CYCY to.027to.027 to.014to.014 ?O.Ol2~?O.Ol2~

,,
._._

-cn-cn to.0022 fto.0022 f +o.oO-l2+o.oO-l2 +o.oclo . -+o.oclo . -
11

I L 1 I

- .
. More scatter than this was observed for the (SP) loads for the test on

the m-ginned store at xs = 0.50, y, = 0.50; however, it was foti,after
this test that  the pylon mounting was somewhat loose: Despite the increased
scatter, the mean curves drawn through the results.of  this particular test
should still be reasonable. - L..

6. PRESE~TATICN O F  MGLSURED LonD D A T A- -

The basic store and store/pylon sideforce  and yaiTing  moment~data
plotted against incidence and sideslip  for the variou's  store locations are
presented in Figs.2 - 9. The variation of cY

s
and CY. '(fins on and off)

SP
with incke~oe  is given in Fig.2 for tile three chordwise lcicakons  at mid
semispan  and. the results for the three spsnwise  positions are compared in
Fig.4. Flgs.6 and 8 show the variation with sideslip.for  various incidences
and store locations. The correspo,nding  yawing moment data are given in
Figs.3,  5, 7 and 9 for.the  same range of variables. ..

It should be noted that the (S).baLnce  is located on the port and the
(SP) balance on the starboard wing. This is'dmmaterial  when consideriug
the variation of sideforce with inci~emze  at zero sidesllp;  but it 1s
important when considering sldeslip  effects. For instance, positive
sideslip  (nose to port) at zero incidence produces negative (outwsrd)
sideforce on a store located on the reanvard  (port) wing panel, and
positive (inward) sideforce  on a store located on the foxward  (starboard)
wing psnel. This is a function of the choseli  sign convention because the .
sideforce  on either &ore is actually a&in@ in the same direction-(i.e. to
port for positive sideslip). It is coi,vexiient  therefore .+hen prtknting
the iariation of sideforce with sideslip  to plot the (S) and (SP) kults
together on one she&t but it must be remembered that the nxults are
obtained from stores on different wing panels. The loads measured on a
port store at positive sideslip  are equivalent to those measured on a star-
board store at negative sideslip..

/It &-be seed:.....
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It will be seen from Figs.2; 4, 6 and 8 that except at negative
incidence, for both the (53)  and (S?) loads, the sideforce  varies in an
approximately linear  manner with both  incidence  and sideslip  for all the
configurations tested snd over the fulli,iach number range of the tests.
The data can therefore be analysed in terms of three quantities, CI (i.e.

0

the sideforce at a = p = O'), dCI]da,  and dCI/d@. The variation of these
quantities with !iach number and store location are plotted in Figs.10,  11
and 12 respectively. d(+'da  has to be treated as a function of incidence
and so values are show  in Fig.12 for a = O', 6.5'  and 12.9'.

In contrast to the sideforce  data, the variation of Cn with incidence
can be very non-linear, particularly when the store has tail fins. The
variation w-it1 sideslip  is still reasonably linear, or to be more precise,
the values for negative sidesli

If
are similar to those for positive sideslip.

Values of C
*0’

"I& and dC dp are presented in Figs.13:  14 and 15
respectively. %.nce  dCn,'da  varies withs, two sets of values are plotted
in Fig.14 corresponding respectively to s = 0" and to high positive
incidences.

The values of Cn as presented here are referred to the store mid-point.
This is clearly a suitable choice when considering the moment of the (S) -
loads about the pylon-store fixation but it is not necessarily relevant when
considering the moment of the (SP) loads about the pylon-wing fixation. AS
it happens, however, for the present configurations, the store mid-point
lies immediately below the leading edge of the pylon at its junction with
the wing and so this is still quite a reasonable choice as the x - coordinate
reference centre. If this is indeed the case for a practical installation,
Figs.3,  5, 7 and 9 shcw that the maximum values of Cn for a given store
configuration can be estimated if we knows C

"0'
@pa) (1 = oo and y.p&

This is certainly true for the finned stores for which increasing positive
incidence nearly always tends to reduce the values of C,. This is therefore
the justification for presenting the data in the form of Figs.43,  IL+ and15.

It is arguable that a mar?  appropriate moment reference centre for the
(SP) loads might be the quarter-chord point of the pylon at its junction
with theming. Examination of the data shows  that this zould tend to
increase the chance that critical (positive) yawing moments might be
encountered at large positive incidences. Gn the whole, hczver,  it %yuld
appear unlikely that this change of moment  centre vrould  materially alter
the conclusions derived directly from the yawing moment data as plotted in
this note.

Nevertheless it is clear that the fact that the variation of Cn with
incidence can be markedly non-linear and the possibility that more than one
moment  reference centre may be significant for a given practical installation
complicates the analysis of the yawing moment data. Instead of just consider-
ing the values of Cn about a particular'm‘nent  centre, it may be better to
think in terms of the folloiztig three quantities : Cn , the derived

0

positions for the centre of load and finally, the msrinmm  values of CI.
Fig.16 shows how the fore-and-aft centre of load typically varies with
incidence at a given 1JIach  number; data derived from the (SP) loads, fins
off or on, are given for the three store chordwise positions at mid semispsn
at three test Mach numbers. It will be seen that the position of the centre
of load becomes somewhat indeterminate at a small positive incidence; this
condition corresponds to where CI = 0, i.e., the incideAze  contribution to CI
is just sufficient to cancel the CI term. At higher positive incidences,

0

the general tendency is for the axial position of the centre of load to
appreach  the store mid-point. If this is the appropriate mnment centre
frem a stressing point of view, it follo.,s  that the critical stressing case

/could well......
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could well. correspond to a moderate positive incidence rather than a tn+mun
positive inoidence. Par this reason,.it  was decided,to  choose a = 6.5. as
as typical incidence for which to show how the position of the centre of load
varies .kth r.:ach  number. This variation is plotted in.Fig.17  for both the,
(S) and (SP) loads, fins on or off.,
indisoikainately.

This figure  should not be used too
It should be remembered that‘as noted earlier,.the

maximum values  of C, for a given installation are likely to depend.principally
on the values of Cn and dc$(w ; at positive 'inoidekes,

.
the cwtribution

due to inoidende  wiYl gerierally-tend  to reduce the mom&t*
_

it is onljr at '
negative incidence that this-term -vi11 have to be added t; the other two
and then,' as‘ shann  in Fig.16,  the position of the cegtre-of  load may.be'.
quite different' from the-results plotted for a = 6.5 in Fig.17..

. '
The product of the sideforoe  on the store/pylon  and the'depth of the

centre of load below the pylon-wing fixation gives  the root.~bending  moment
about this fixation and so to complete the picture, Figs.18 and'19  provide. I
some typical data for'the depthwise  position of the centre of'load'on  the
full store/pylon assembly, These positions are‘ obtained by dividing,the
measured rolling moments on the store/pylon-by the measured sidefome
values . In Fig.18,  the depth of the store load centre, non-dimensionalised
with respect to s-, the distme between the store centre-line  and the -
wing chord plane, is plotted against incidence for three test BFmh  numbers
while in Fig.19,  the variation with Each number is shovm for the maximums .
test incidence, 12.9'. A comparison is provided between the results fdr '
the three store chordwise positions at mid semispan.. -Figs;18 and 19 are
effectively the s-equivalents of the x-pictures  of Figs:16 and 37. - The
only distinction is that when considering the s-load centre,and hence  tne
bending moment about the pylon-i-iing  fixation, it seems reasonable to assume .
that the 'critical stressing case will correspond to an extreme incidence
condition; this contrasts sith the argument put forvrard earlier for
considering an intermediate  incidence when dealing with the yaaing moment
data.. This is the reascn fog choosing a = 12.9~ as a suitable,incidence  -
in Fig.19 rather than a z.6.5  as in Fig.17.a :'f.^ , .

/.
The centre of the (S) load on the.stores  with tail fins can-lie below

the mean plane of the store whereas with the unfinned- stores,. the npposite  _
is apparent. The effect of the fins is similar when one considers
load centres: , The effect is presumably due to interference c 1

between the pylon wake and the upper fins resulting in the load on the upper
fins being less than the load on the leer fins. This result isimportant
because it tendsto  increase the bending moments for the'finned store about
both the pylon-wing and the pylon-store fixations. _ - ' -

7. SUZ'I&ENTAFX  D:,TA TO HUZ IN T'IIE  ANALYSIS O? RW'JLT~---.,- _...  - ---~--. I ---..  - --- . . . . - . . -_-

No-actual measurements v&e made of the local floli fields beneath the ~
wing-fuselage configuration of the present tetits. Fortunately, however,
data were available from N.B.S.A.  so.urces  for a fairly similar wing-
fuselage layout. The two desieps  are compared in Fig.20; for conve.lience,
the wing-fuselage of the present tests is referred to in the subsequent .
discussion as the !'A.R,A.  wing-fuselage". It will be seen that.there  are
differences between the two designs in the wing aspect ratio, taper ratio,
leadmg-edge  sweep and in the ratio of fuselage diameter to wing span,
These differences will have some effect on the absolute values of the local
sidewash  and dynsmio  pressure below  the wing-but the flo% fields should
still be similar qualitatively - at least for the i:ach-nwber rage for
which the wing leading edge remains subsonic. '. .

2: One should not rule out the possibility that for the operatioriai  envelope
of an actual aircraft, the negative-g ease  could possibly produce the more
serious stressing condition, but this would not be true of t$e incidence' .
range of the present tests which did not extend below a = -3 .

. -.
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Iocalflow field data for the N.x.S.n.  wing are available for both
subsonic and supersonic speeds. Ref.4 gives data obtained  at 100 m.p.h.
in the Langley 7ft x IOft tunnel while  Ref.5 gives data obtained at M =
I .61 and 2.01 for the same +&-Cg but with a slightly different fuselage I
(see Fig.20). The important question is whether',the  results obtained for
the N.A.S.B. wing at3 = 1.61,when according to linear  theory; its leading
edge should be supersonic, are really relevant to the snslysis  of the
present test data bearing in mind that throughod  the test Mach-nu&er
range up to Ei = 1.41, there is no doubt that the leading edge of the A.R.A.
wing vmuld be subsonic; However, the Schliezen photographs in Ref.6 show
that the leading-edge shock of the N.A S.A. wing is still detached at M =
1.61. This is confirmed by the local flow field data reproduced in the
present note, e.g. the contours of local Mach number as plotted in Fig.21.
It is explained in Ref.6 that the leading-edge shock is still detached at
M = 1.61  because of the effects of the finite wing thicl.ness. It is shown
that for‘wings of the present thickness/chord ratio and sweepback, one can
assume that the flow field that actually exists at say, K = 1.60 roughly
corresponds with what would be predicted by linear theory for II = 1.40. It
follows that the flora field data obtained at M = 1.61 can be used as a
general guide to the local flow conditions under the A.R.A. wing at the
supersonic Maoh numbers in the present tests. The only point to remember
is that whereas at subsonic speeds, one would mske  the comparison at a given
x/c, 2y/b and z/c, the comparison &t supersonic speeds should  be msde  for
points which are in about the same position relative to the wing leading-
edge and trailing-edge shock fronts. This has several implications: one
should consider the nett wing rather than the gross wing; .the coordinates
s and y should strictly be measured from the Uach-line tnrough  the wing
root leading edge and finally, s is more sigtiflcant  than z/c. This last
point is particularly significant for a,tapered  ning;  in Fig.21, lines at
a cons&it  z of 2.1" are included on the three pictures to illustrate how
s/o for a given s varies across the span.

Since the floz  field data from the N.A.S.A. tests are only being used
as a general guide, the actual accuracy of the basic data is not too impor-
tant but for the record, it should perhaps be quoted hers. Ref.4 states
that the measured sidewash  values obtained in Jhe tests at low spteds  should
be reliable to an accuracy of better than ~1.5  I and the local dynamic
pressure ratios should be within 20.025. Ref.5 quotes the accuracy of the
supersonic tests in the form that the total local flow angularity (which can
be taken as approximately $2 x the local sidewash) should be given to about
tlvh with an added,uncertainty ia the region of the leading-edge snd
trailing-edge shock waves. l!be sidevtash  contours etc. included in the
present note should be accurate to a better standard than just quoted
because of the effective smoothing of the data implicit in tne drawing of
these contours.

Information derived from the J.A.S.A.  floYT-field  data is given in Figs.
21-27. It should be emphasized that these particular figures, e.g., the
sidewash  contours were not presented in the original references; they
have been derived by suitable cross-plotting and interpolation. -Qso, the
results are analysed in greater detail than in the original references.

An alternative to using the N.A.S.A. experimental data would have  been
to calculate directly, e.g., by Refs. 4, 7 and 8;the local flow field
beneat  the A.R.A. wing-fuselage. As explained in Ref.1,  however, this
can be very laborious and the end-product is often still only accurate
enough for a qualitative estimate of the store loads. Hence it was not
attempted in the present case except that some estimates were made of the
sidewash due to incidence at supersonic speeds using the charts of Ref.7.
These are given in Fig.26 and discussed balm in section 7.1.2. Several
reasons can be put fan-lard as to \7hy even when one tiows  the local flow
field accurately, one can still only obtavl  moderate estimates of the loads
on stores placed in these flow fields. For exainple, no allmance  is
usually made fox* the effect of a pylon on the flo% field; also, as shorn
in Figs.22, 24, tlere  can bs very rapid changes in the local sidewash  over
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a very short distance particularly in the x-direction~.snd. hence it is
difficult to obtain sensible mean values; again, the direction of flow
over the rear of a store and its tall-fins  my depeqd significantly not
merely on the local sidewash  induced by the wing-fuselage at the position of
the fins but also on the local sidewash  acting over the nose of the store.
To help in understanding hcnr a typical local flow field can induce a load
distribution along the length of a store, an example has been extracted from
Ref.9, plotted in Fig.28 and discussed below in section 7.2.

The main features of thelocal  flow field data presented in Figs. 21- 27
are considered under three headings : the sidewash  at eero incidence (7.!.1),
the sidewash  due to incidence (7.1.2) and the local dynamic pressure  (7.1.3).

IJatr- Local Sidewash  At Zero Incidence- - - - -.I_ "__-- .’ _

Fig.22 illustrates how the local sidewash  near mid semispsn  varies tith
depth below tne wing at both subsonic  and supersonic speeds. It is clear
that, as rrould  be expected, a close correlation exists betiveen the contours
of constant sidewash  and what one might expect-to find as the contours of .
local Mach number. Important distinctions csnbe drawn as follows between
the local sidewash  at subsonic  snd at supersonic speeds, viz,

(1) At subsonic speeds, ring-induced sidewash  is present well
ahead  of the wing leading edge (and also, although this is
less important in the present context, wkl down&ream  of
the trailing edge). At supersonic-speeds, wing-induced
sidewash  is confined to the region between the Gng leading-
and trailing-edge shocks, ~

\ -
(2) At subsonic speeds, the local flow field-dies out below tine

wing in a &ircoL~on  *ozuml to the wing chord but at supersonic
speeds, the flow field is propagated  rearward and downward in
the diz&ions of the local lah,h-lines. This can be seen by
cmpnring the contours of constant szdewash in Fig.22(b)  121th
those of local liach number in Fig,2l(b),

(3) The rate of decay of the local flow field with depth below ,
the wing is more  nlpid  at subsonic than at supersonic speeds.
For example, in Fig.22,  at say, s/c = 0.6, the local-sidewash
induced byothe wing at low speeds would not be g&rester  than
about +0.5  at any chor$twise pos&tions  whereas at ?? = 1.61,
values ranging from 3.5 to -1.3 are observed, -

(4) Except possibly very close to the wing surface, the local.
angles of sidewash  are much greater at >i = 1.61 than at low
subsonic saeeds. Positive sidewash, i.e, flow out tonards
the wing tip, is observed ahead of either the leading edge
(subsonic speeds) or the Cach-line origjlldting from near
the leading  edge (supersonic speeds), i.e. between the - -
leadingedge  shock, and the lath line from the leading edge.
Aft of this, the local sidemash  1s negative with the maxjlrmm
values being observed roughly below the .ving maximum thickness
at subsonic speeds but just ahead of the wing trailing-edge
shock at supersonic speeds. For a typical store depth  of
say z/c = 0.2, the maz&mrs zsitive  and negative values of
local sidewash  are near +1.5 at low speeds but are as high
as +6O and -3O at ibi = 1.61. Gn the other hand, the
variation of local sidey,ash  with chordwise  position is much
greater at supersonic speeds and therefore it is likely
that for nany stores, the effective mean values of sidewash
would not show the same order of increase betileen subsonic
snd supersonic speeds. ._

It is evident that not only is the sidewash  distribution over a store
likely to vary significantly :iith  Liach number but also such variations are
closely dependent on the store depth  and chofi:Jise positlon. To take just
one illustration of t!tis  point, let us consider the effect of increasing the
depth of a store having Its nose just ahead of the wingleadi?;: edge and its
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tailfinsbelow thewing maximum thickness. At.substic  speeds, the side-
wash over the store nose would decrease monotonically with increasingMore
depth but at supersonic speeds, the sidmash  would first &crease and then
suddenly vanish altogether as the store nose protrded &head of'the leading-
edge SW&.  ItBsidewash  over the tail fins ;,muld  also decrease monotonically
Wi .n increasing store depth at subsonic speeds but at supersonic speeds, it
would not only decrease but Wuld ultimately change sign becoming positive
rather than negative. _ -

Fig.23 shows how the local sidewash  is likely to vary with spanwise
position. The contours of constant sidewash at subsonic speeds are plotted
for a cbnstant z/o (0.15) while for II E 1.61, they are plotted for a constant
value of z which corresponds to z/c = 0.276 at 0.25 x semispan or 0.56 at
0.85 x semispsn (owing to the wing taper). It will be seen that at low
subsonic speeds, the local sidewash  tends to decrease with movement out fIom
the mid semispan position. This is in striking contrast with tie results
for &I = 1.61 >#hich  show that both the maximum positive sidewash downstream
of the wing leading-edge shock and the maximum negative sidewash  upstream of
the wing trailing-edzge  shock increase greatly as one moves od across the
SPa"b Comparinqothe valges for y, =‘0.25  and 0.85, these increase from 3'
to 8 andfran to -2s respectively. It should be noted that the chord-
wise distribution of local sidewash  at supersonic speeds depends on the
position of the wing leading-edge and trailing-edge shock waves. This mez.is
that at low supersonic speeds,  when the leading-edge shock is lying well
aheadofthewingleading  edge, themaximum positive sidewash  till occur
further ahead of the leading edge at the outer spsnwise-positions. This
would have been even more apparent if the contours had been plotted for a
given d/c rather than a given z. It does  not necessarily follow therefore
that the mean effective sidewash over the store at a certain depth and ohord-
wise position would increase as the store was moved outward but it is clear
that this is likely to happen in my cases.. .

7.1.2 Sidewash Due To Incidence-_--*- ..-- .-. __-_-
Figs.24 ad 25 present data for%=  8" corresponding to the results in

Hgs.22 and 23,respectively for a = 0 . Unfortunately, the tests at I; =
I .6t and a = 8 only provided data for one particular depth below the wing
(z/c = 0.37 at 9, = 0.55). The contoumin Fig.24(b)  can therefore only be
drawn locally near this particular'depth and even then, only by analogy dth
Fig.22 (b). To supplement these sparse supersonic data, therefore, estimates
were made of the sidewash  due to incidence at M = I.41 under t;le  A.R.A. wing,
using the charts of Ref.7 The results are shown in Fig.26. These charts
are based on linear theory and hence as noted earlier, these values derived
for M r; 1.41 should be reasonably consistent with the experimental data for
M = 1.61 now being discussed. To obtain data corresponding to the loads on
stores underneath the A.R A. wing at M = 1.41, the oalculatjons should have
been made for &,lower Mach number. These extra calculations have not been
carried out but it is easy to see that the main difference from the results
presented here would arise from the louver  sweep of the leading-edge and
trailing-edge shock fronts.

EIany  of the differences between the glow patterns at subsonio  and
supersonio,speeds  already noted for a '= 0 continue to apply in the results
for a = 8 . For exampge,  at subsonic speeds, the w5ng-induced sidewash
still amounts to abbut  3 at O.% ahead of the wing leading edge - the
fom limit of the present test data - and it is unlikely to be insigni-
ficant until 1.3 ahead of the leading edge whereas at supersonic speeds, it
is confined to the region &ownstream of the ving leading-edge shock. *

.- _._.--_  L_~-I  I... -_.--.--.-- ---.wl-w---_ -- -~I
* strict%,  the test results for M = 1.61 indicated a local sidewash  of

about 2 ahead of the wing leading-edge shock and downstream of the
wing trailing-edge shock but this is presumably the sidewash  induced
by the incidence of the fuselage.
- -----" .-.-r_ -,---- - - -. ---_.--

:
/The iater snal,ysis.....
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The later analysis of the store load data &ll be based on smtities
such as Cy anddcdda

0
rather than  the values of CY at say;a  -‘= 8 -. ,$It is- ,

<, . . * 1 .
appropriate therefore to reger primarily to the values of (c/a) rather than
to the values of U at a.= 8 . First, the values of (c/c) are-everywhere
positive, i:e, flow outward to<&+& the wing tip. The maximum values of
(U/a) occur  below the.wing  leading edge at subsonic spkeas  and near the
i,iich-line  0.riginating  from the wing leading  edge at supersonic speeds. It .
is in these regions that the values are most sensitive to the depth-below
the wing. For example, Fig.Z6(b)  shcws that at ys = 0.50, a change from
Z/O = 0.140 to‘ z/c = q.226  can reduce  the maximum velue  of.(c/a)  derived
for 11 = I.&l by-about  3m; the effects aft of about ma-chord are fairly
smll. At subsonic speeds, the variation in (c/a) with depth would tend .
to be rather greater than at supersonic speeds.

Within the range of the available data, the values of (a/a).tend  to
increase with distance out along the span. This trend is more pronounced
at supersonic speeds. For example, Fig.26 shows that in a traverse at the
constant depth selected for the store positions of the present test investi-
gation, the maximum values of (c/a) increased from about 0.32 at ys.= 0.30
to about 0.84 at ys = 0.75. If the traverse had been made 'at constant E/C,
the increase would have been even greater, i.e.-from about 0.32 to about
1.00. I . .

These effects of spanwise  position do not merely apply near the wing .
loading edge; they persist over the whole range  of chordwise  positims fcr
which there is any wing-Educed  sidewash. : For example, they-would affect ,
the loads on the tail fins of the store. Fig;26(a,c)  includes~lines  shcrvtig
the locus of the quarter-chord point of the store fins \!hen  the store is
moved spsnvtise  at xs = 0. Due to the wing taper, this point moves from
0.35~  at y, = 0.30 through 0.410 at y, = 0.50 to 0.55c  at y,:= Q.75.

.  .

Despite this rearward movement, Fig.26 shows that (c/a) still increases :
considerably -:Jith  movement out along this locus. -

The contours of constant sidewash  at a = go-as plotted i, wgs.24,  '?5  '-
depend on the relative contributions from the sidewash  at zero incidence  ani'
the sidewash  due to incidence. The relative proportion of these two contra  .
butions  is not the sam? at supersonic as at subsonic speeds and this leads  LC.
certam  diffeT;ences h the final results. For example, the maxinmm side-
wash at a = 8 occurs below the wing leading e e at subsonic sleds iu
sympathy with the variation in the values of (ma);  at BI = 11.61, however, *7
the maximum values still tend to appear just dovnstraam of the wing leading-
edge shock because of the highsvalues  already present in this region at .
zero incidence. The effects of spanwise~position  could be analysed  in a
~imi&ir manner e.g., at subsonic spgeds, 'the changes between the results
for 9, = 0.50 and-ys  = 0.75 at a = 0,tend to oppose the changes due to
incidence whereas at supersonic speeds,, the effects tend to be additive.

7.1;3  Lh&~~a.d.m~~s~ure-

Typioal results for low subsonic spee3s  extracted from Ref.,&arm
presented in Fig.27. The top figure ~~Q.VS the variation in dynamic presac;r~
ratio with chordwise  position and incidence at z/c = 0.15, ys = 0.50, while

the bottom figura  gives the variatlou rrith  (z/c) at a = 0".

At zero incidence, wer most.of'the  chord, the local dynamic pressure'
is higher than the freestream value, reaching a maxiumm below the ning . .
rnax%mm thichess; for z/o = 0.15, this maximum amounts to about 1.10.
i‘:ith  increasing positive incidence, the local dynamic pressure Bela  the
wing is reduced $.th the minimum values occurring below the wing leading. ,
edge. By a = 8 , the minimum for dc= 0.15 is about 0.82. SigilaPly,  at
negative incidence, the opposite  trend is observed and by a = s , values

) for (q/Q &eater  thsn..  .
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for WQ Brenter than 1.25  are obtained over all the f0NW-d  part of the
chord at z/c = 0.15 with a local msxirnlm as high as 1.50.

It follows that the variation of the local dynamic pressure ratio with
incidence will tend to reduce the store side loads at positive incidence but
increase them at negative incidence. %is is one of the reasons why the
negative-g condition should not be forgotten rJhsn assessing what might be
the critical stressing cases for a given store installation.

No figure is presented for the local dynamic pressure ratios at super-,
sonic speeds. Analysis of the data in Ref.5 suggests hogever that except
possibly in the regions of the leading-edge and trailing-edge shockwaves,
the dynamic  pressure ratios are then much cloeez to 1.0 thsn  those ahcran in
Fig.27 for subsonic speeds. At supersonic speeds, therefore, it is
reasonable to relate the store side loads with just the local sidewash
distributions.

7.2 Tynic$ Sidegad Distributions Cn Underwing StoresI__ _.

The discussion above has shoun  that the local i-sing-induced sidewash  and
the dynamic pressure is likely to vary considerably along the length of a
store mounted underneath a sweptback wing. Hence, even when the sidewash
distribution is known, it may be difficult to estimate the side load distri-
bution and hence the overall sideforce  and yatig  moment on a store/pylon
assembly. This is-the correlation that is attempted later in section 8
when ahalysing  the store load measurements of the present tests. Since
these did not actually include any pressure plotting  on the store and hence
any side load distributions,  it seemed worthwhile reproducing some results
from Ref. 9 to serve as a background for some of the remarks xn section 8.
These side load distributions were obtained at low subsonic speeds and
typical results are presented in Fig.28. A streamlined store of fineness
ratio 6.5 without tail fins was first tested in isolation at a= O", j3 = -5".
It was thgn  positioned at 0.25~  beneath the mid semispan section of an 6-s
thick, 40 swept port wing panel with the store mid-point at O.-i12c  behind
the localw&ng  leading edge, qd sidsforce  8istributions  %nre  obtained at
arp= 0; a ~0413 z-5; anda=8,@=0'. Finally, the store
was attached to the v&g by means of an unswept pylon of chord 0.29gC  -zath
the pylon leading edge coincident with the ning  leading edge, (see sketch
on Fig.28).

The distribution of side loa d on a store in isolation at an angle  of
sideslip  /3 will depend on the store shape. For a store with an ogivalnose
and tail, with a cylindrical centre section, potential flow theory for
bodies of revolution predicts that-the nose and tail carry loads of equal
magnitude but in opposite directions whilst the cylindrical section carries
no load. Hence according to potential flow theory, the side load  on such a
store would be zero but there would be a large yawing moment. vlsoods  flow
effects modify this theoretical loading  over the tail of the store and as
shown by the curve for the isolated store atP = -5' in Fig.28(b)  the loading
over the rear is then insufficient to compensate for the loading over the
nose of the store.* Integration of this distribution for the isolated
store gives cy =O.O64andC =

ISOL "ISOL
0.085 (relative to the store mid-

point as the moment reference centre) and the centre of pressure at about
0.83  store lengths ahead of the nose of the store.

'&en the storeois  posziioned beneath the 40" swept wing,  Fig.28(a)
shows that at a = 0 , B = 0 , the wing-induced store side load is already of
considerable magnitude. Over the nose of the store, the load is negative
because of the positive sidewash  (Fig.22(a)). Over the mid-part of the
store where the side load is greatest, the load is positive partly because
the sidewash  aft of the wing leading edge is negative (Fig.22(a))  and
partly as a consequence of the positive sidewash  over the nose  of the store -

- - -B--v --. _I .-s
* A method for the estimation of the loads on isolated stores of similar

shape is given in Ref.10.
- - - -  .-.-_I -..- - -  - - -

/ - this interrelation is deduced...
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- this interrelation is deduced from the load distribution on the isolated
store, -,Towads the rear of the store, the load decreases and ultimately
again changes sign;' these trends me partly due to the deorease"in~looal . .
sidewash  towards  the sting  trailing edge and partly because of boundary-layer
effectsWrelated to the pressure gradients over the mid- art of the store.-
Integration of this load distribution given in Fig.Z3(aP gives CT = 0.11

. . .
and c"sv z.0 -for (1 = j3 t 0";

SW
' 1~0s~ of the side load in this example is.

induoednearthe store mid-pointgiving  zero resultant yawing moment  but
this is a‘function  of the particular position of the store relative to'the
wing- A change  in this position would mcdify the gide load distribution.
The addition of the pylon to the store at a = p = 0 gives a pyl%-incly  ed
load over the store dovinstream  of a point just ahead-of the pylon'leading
edge. The sign of this pylon-induoed load is positi~ as nould be expedted
since  the looal  sidewash over the pylon is negative (Fig.22(a))  and the--
magnitude of the pylon-induced load should be a direct function of the
magnitude of the local sidewash,near  the pylon-store junction.2 .

The wing- and pylon-Muzed  effects are almost independent of sidesl~p
as can be seen by oodnparing &he vringsnd pylon-induoed,load distributions in
Fig.28(b)  for a SO,@ z-5 withthosefor s=j3 =O givenabove.

. .
ows how the wing-induced effects increase as the incidence
.

no side load at a.=
For the store in isolation, there would of course be

S",'p.= 0" and therefore the curve m&ced  "no pylon" de
shows-the v&+iduce$.effectso  . The form of this ourve.is:opposite  to'that
shomnabovef0r.a  =O,P =-5 and this is b&ause the local sidewash  over
the store-is positive (Fig,24(a)). Its ahape is different in detail hye&er
with mob larger local load values near x = 0.3 - O&l,  followed by a more.. *
rapid change to a load of the opposite sign. These detailed differences . .
correlate with the fact that the looal  sidewash  will reach a smximum near *
x 1 0.41s  because this point is below the wing leading-edge;- Similarly; it
is the decrease in the local angles of sidewash  towards .the rear of.&. sttme
that accounts for the more pronounced  reduction in the loads in this region
as compared with the distribution for the isolated store.?, ..The  load distn-
bution as shove  in Fig.28(c)  is therefore clearly a function of the store
chordwise position and would be modified if this position were.changed.
Despite the non-.uniform  nature of the flow field, it should be possible-,to
derive a qualitative idea of the load distribution from the local sidwash
distribution together with the side load distribution on tile  isolated store.
It is important to realise hovvever that except near the nose of the store,
there  is not just a simple correlation bet..reen  the local side>:ash  and-the-
local side load at a given point; the load wer the rear of the store. .
depends not<merely on the local flow conditions but-also on oonditions,over~
the nose.

;sh"  pylon-induced load distribgtion  chsnges*sign.between a-= 0: and,
the negative load at a I 8 .is associated with the large-positive.

~i~w~s~  ih the region of the pylon-store junction (Fig.24(b)). comparison
of F&28(a)  and (c) show that the pylon is likely to give a large increase
in the absolute valw  of dcy /d a but since the main effects.are  confined to

S .
the region of the pylon-wing junction which is fairly symmetrical relative'
to the store mid-point, the pylon effects on Cn vrill  be less pronounced. ,. b,

For the three test conditions of Fig.28, the following sideforoe an?i
yawing momant  coefficients are obtained by integration of the."with  pylon"-
snd "no pylon" distributions (9 and‘s? valws respectively):

a =@= o” : %s= 0;26,  C5.~0.009  ; Cy
SR

.I  ’

a = 0:~  = -5”  :  -cy  = 0.60, c = 0 . 0 8 2  ‘; ,bysilE  1).20,;d
S 5 ; %vF*~*087

:  . .  .

a = 833  i 0' : c
yS

AJt6, c
5

z - o . 1 0 2  ; cy =-0.11;  c -SO.11
37 - . "sn. 1..

/The unfinrlea store-Wept.....
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It is probable-that too.smch  attention should not be paid to the
r&motion in.,‘ldCdd 1 ,a et small negative incidences. It is-quite possible
that at larger-negative  incidences,  ldCr/QI

-
increases again:  ,for example,.

it was noted earlier that at subsonic speeds, et least,.axi increase might be
expected due to the higher local dynsmio  pressure ratios over-the store at
negative incidence (Fig.27). For the rest of the discussion,~therefore,  it
seems sufficient to consider the three quantities, Cy ; dCr/acl  and dCI/dp

0

as deduced from&e results et positive incidence and to note how these vary
kith store position and Mach number. There is a significant incidence-
sidelip  cross-coupling effect and so dCI/Q  +st be treated as'a function of
incidence. r.

0.1.1 . Cs ,:The.Sideforce  at a=pPoc_ .

positions et mid semispan  is shonn  in Fig.lO(a)  and for the other spanwise
positions in Fig.lO(b). The trends for the further forward store positions,

0 and 0.15, are much as predicted in Ref.4,  but the variation in C+
: 0

x =
8

with
much

store chordwise position and to a lesser extent, spanwise  position'is
greater than suggested in Ref.1.

:

rise

Vith  xs = 0 and 0.15, Cs is positive at subsonic  speeds.tending  to .
0 ,

to a maxinmm near ii = 1.0; et supersonic speeds. Cy decreases with-
0

The variation of Cy with A&h number for the three store chordwise
0

increasing IIach  number, becoming-negative beyond a I&oh number that is near
bi = I .3 - 1.4 for xs = 0 but is beyond the test range fcr;x

S
= 0 . 1 5 .  hiith

xs = 0.50, at subsonic speeds below about  AI ~'0.90,  CY is'much smeller
0

than for the further forvierd  store positions; between H ~-0.50  and 1.00 _
however , 5 increases considerably and so at low supersonic-speeds, there

0

is less variation with store chordwise position; the decrease in Cs with
0

Mach number is na? delayed to Mach numbers beyond the test range and so by
Id = 1 . 4 1 ,  cs

0
is greeter for xs = 0.50 than  for xs = 0 or 0.15. ,_

The fin contribution to Cy also depends on the ,stbre choklwxe

position;
C

it w&es  from about +0.15  for x
8

= 0 to 0.05 for xs-= 0.15 end
to -0.20 for xs = 0.50. .,

The effects of store spanwise  position are diffioult  to'suknarise -
because they clearly depend both on Mach number snd on the store chordwise
position. Subsonically,  for xs = 0, CY decreases as the store  is moved

0

out from ys I 0.50 to y, I 0.75 but supersonicei.ly,  the decrease in CI itith
0

Mach number is delayed by moving the store out and hence C.I c,an be greater
for y9 =  0 . 7 5 . 0 -.  .

At first sight, the changes in Cy with Aiaoh number and st& position
0 -

may appear difficult to explain and this may well be true in a quantitative
sense. Qualitatively, however a detailed correlation can be established
with the local sidewash  characteristics discussed earlierin  section 7.
For example, .

_ -- . .
- (a) The positive values of CI for the further forward stores

0
.

et subsonic. speeds are consistent with the side load

/distributions for....
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distributions for m = fi = 0' shcwo  in r'ig.28. The
negatave sidewash  over the pylon and the middle part of
the store exerc~es  the dominant effect; in addition,
while it is true that the positive sidewash  over the
nose of the store gives a small negative loa&Ig over
the nose, this is at least partly offset by the fact
that negative  loading ovsr  the aose induces a positive'
contribution-over the rest of the store.

(b) The decrease in Cy at subsonic speeds as the store -
0

&d pylon) is moved aft can be explained by the
x-educt~~n in the mean negative sidewash  over the pylon
and the mid-part of the store; also, when xs = 0.50,
the nose of the store is not yet sufficiently far aft
to expsrienoe  any sagnlficant  negative sidewash.  Two
interesting comments  can be made  here. .@i.rst,  if the
pylon had not been moved aft with the store and if the
rearward store had been mounted on a sweptback pylon
(relative to the wing) from the forward part of the
wing.lower-surface,  the decrease in Cy might not have

0
been as great. Secondly, if the store were moved even
further aft than xs = 0.50, it is possible that the
reduction in Cy might be arrested since then, a

0
signifacant  positive loading vrould  be indeed over the
nose of the store,

(c) The reduction in I+ at subsonic speeds as the store is
0

moved aft is even more pronounced for the finned store
because the fm contribution changes from being positive
for xs = 0 to beang  negative for xs = 0.50. This  implies

.that the mean sidewash  over the fins 1s negative for xs = 0
and posative  for xs = 0.50. A *rend in this dwection  can
be expected from the mmg-induced sidewash  e- shcwm  in Fig.
22(a) but-not necessarily a change of sign. ThLS  point
could be resolved by considering the effect 6. the flu<?
over the nose of the store: for xs = 0, this could
accentuate the negative sidewash  over the fins while for x
= 0.50, it could be.inducing  some positive sIdewash. S

This is an illustration therefore of where a point-by-point
correlation of the sade  load and wing-induced. sidemash  may
indicate the first order effects but not necessarily the
whole story. Also, it is an illustration of hw the measured
-load data can be explained qualitatively but :here the

qusi+tative  correlation .3.s  not entirely satisfactory:  on
the basis of the sidwash data in Fag.22, one would not
really have expected such a large negative fan contribution
to c* at subsonac  speeds at xs = 0.5>,

0
(d) The rapid  i&reaso  in Cy

0
for xs = 0.50 between about 1A = 0.90

and IVZ = 1.00 as clearly associated \lith  the chmge XI velocity
and hence sidevrash  distribution below the wing from the
subsonic syrmaetrical-type  of Fig.22(a)  to the supersonic
asymmetrical type of Fag.22(b)  for which the negative sidewash
increases back to just ahead of the wang trailing-edge shock.
This change jnoreases  the negative  side:;-sh over the pylon and
at 1s notxeable  in Fig.lO(a)  that the increase an CY between

M = 0.90 &d W = I,00  is much more pronounced III the c(Z) than
in the (S) data. It is rather more surprising to find that
the fin contribution to Cy does not chalge  muoh in this range,

0
/ (e) The marked.....
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(e) The marked decrease  in C
y.

with  iitcsh  number above  abut
. .

M = 1.0 for the fonvard  stores at xs = 0 and xs = 0.15
can be explained with reference to the sidewash  contours
in Fig.22. As the hIach  number increases, the wing
leading-edge shock will approach the wing leading-edge
and will become sore swept back; when it passes downstream
of the nose of the store, the wing-induced sidewash  over
the nose-will fall to zero; also, as the sidewash  field'
becomes nor-e'  swept, the mean sidewash  over the pylon and
the~niddle.pa.rt  of the store will become less negative and
ultimately will change  sign. Both these factors could
contribute to the decrease in C Y with Nach number,

0

(f) *It is also clear  by reference to Fig.22(b)  that this
decrease1 in Cy with M above 14 = 1.0 will be postponed

0
to higher Mach numbers for stores mounted further  aft.
Indeed, one can deduce that there are store positions.for
which the opposite trend might be present at 1~ supersonic
speeds. Such a case could arise for stores mounted such
that the nose still lay downstream - but not too far down&rem
of the wing leading-edge shock. In such a position, the
positive wing-induced sidewash over the nose of the store
could be materially greater than  at subsonic speeds and also,
if as in the present tests the length of the'store were
comparable to the wing chord, the negative wing-induced
sidewash  over the rear of the stars  could also-be greater.
Hence, for such a case, CI could initially increase i+ith

0
kiach number at low supersonic speeds before starting to
decrease snd such a trend is observed for the finned store
at xs = 0.50, y, = 0.50. ,Another  important variable in
this context is likely to be the depth of the store; if this
ware increased, the decrease in

%O
with M would be observed

at lower Each numbers,

(g) The rsduztion  in CI at subsonic speeds as the store at xs = 0
0 . .

is moved out from ys = 0.50 to ys = 0.75 is consistent with the
reduction in the local angles of sidewash as ahovn  in F&23(a).
Similarly, the opposite trend at Mach numbers above I,1 = 1.0 is
consistent with the opposite trend in the sidewasn  values as
shoxn in Fig. 23 (b). Perhaps the better way of looking at the
supersonic comparison is however to say that the decrease in Cy
-,vith  hih number is postponed to higher Mach numbers by an 0
increase in y .

S
This is as would be predicted because the

parameter that matters is the distance of the store aft of-the
wing leading-edge shock (this is clear by reference to Fig.23(b)),

(h) 1Iovin.g  the store at xs = 0.50 in from ys = 0.50 to ys = 0.30
reduces CI particularly at the higheriiach  numbers and leads

0
to values that are very small throughout the Mach-number range.
This is again quite plausible in terms of the local sidewash
values for the present model:
supersonio speeds, the

Fig.23 shows for.example  that at
sidewash  for y, = 0.30 is very small

except in a local region just do%mstream of the wing leading-
edge shock and it follows that the mean values over the length
of the store would certainly be small. It should be emphasised
here that these results for y = 0.30 would not necessarily be

*obtained-for  a real aircraft ~onfigun‘tion; they apply in the

/present instance because...
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present instance beca&e the fuselage- induced  aidewash
over the store at zero incidence is zero or at least
very small. This  would not necessarily b4 true for a' '
real aircraft layout - see section IO below.

. . .
To sum up the effects of store position on cy , ‘it, seems that 'a't

0
subsonic speeds, the largest positive values m-e likely to be obtained for
stores mounted below the wing leading edge at near mid.semispan, i.e. near
x

S
= 0, y, = 0.50 and that moving the store. either inboard or outboard or

mre particulsrly,modng  it aft Should  re&eCY. "It shouldp&aps  be
0 __ . . .

remembered that sny comments on the effects of sp&wise  position%ave‘to  be
based on the results for a finned store. At supersonic speeds, the
conclusion is less clear but as the Mach number.increases  above M = 1.0,.
there will be a growing tendency for CY to increase with both ys and xs.
Before leaving these conclusions, one &ox&l  emphasise that a positive
value for CY pmbably implies soti relief in'the maximum side load under

0
the critical stressing condition which  is almost cdrtainly associated with
the madmum  positive incidence for any given application: Hence-large
positive values of CY can be beneficial (although i% should ahrays  be

0
checked that these do not lea4  to a more seriotis  stressing  case at
negative-g)..‘ It is indeed the decrease in CY

'I
with.Mioh nmber  above ki =

0 .
1.0 for the further forward store locations that is a p&nary  fact&  in
giving sn increase 3n the mm side load at supersonic speeds as compared
with low subsonic speeds. In many cases, this decrease in CY can be a

0
more powerful term thsn any.increase  in ldCd&l.

8.1.2 icJfaa  , Sideforce he T~~Incidence
---.-. -

The variation of dCdda with IX& number and store position is shm in
Fig.11. It will be seen that the changes with store position can be very
much greater than the chsnges  with Mach number for a given position.

On the basis of Ref.1,  sn increase zn IdC+/&iiivith &tih rtier  at
subsonic sTeeda  was expec:ed followed by a decrease-near M = 1.0 & then ty
a subsequent.increase. These detailed changes are really only observed for
the stores at xs = 0 and even for this position,  the changes in I&+/&/ do
not amount to mo- than  about ?I%& at the m&t. For xi. = 0.15, the changes
withkfaohnuder  aretrivialbut forx

S = 0.50,-a-more  d.efinite'trend.is
observed particul&ly  when y, = 0.50. In this last'case, IdCysp/4 for

the finned store increases from about 0.11 at subsonic speeds to about 0.15
at Ai = 1.2 - 1.4.

If one combines the values of dCy/acr  in Fig.11 with the values of Cy
in Fig.10,  one finds that the values of CY
tend to increase with Mach nunber for all

at a given positive inc$dence  0
the store configurations, the

effects being least for the intermediate chordwise  position, x = 0,15.
8 \I

For x
S

z 0, the increase is primarily related to the decrease in CY while

for xs = 0.50, the inorease,is  primarily related to the changes  in pdCl"/d.al.

The largest absolute dues of dC;fda  are obt&ei  with the do&e at
Xoving the store in to y, = b.iO  tends to reduce
near and just above ?Y = 1.0. Moving the &ore aft at_ . .

/J, = 0.50 zives  . . .
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Ye =‘0.50 gives a very great'reduction  in ldCI/dal  ,.the  values for xs = 0.50
being in ge"r$  only about half those for xs y.C.* 4 Moiring  the store in to
.ys = b;30 at xa = 0.50 gives a i?+her reduction;&  jdC$d&j:;  particularly
in the case of the' (SP) data. .I . .

.iTie  changes in dCdda  ktA &ore/pylbn  posi%n  and l&&~,fn;umber  can be. .
correlatedUqualitatively with the sidewash  data'presented in Pigs.24 - 26.
For exsnple,  I , '

(a) The' most  striking effect is the reduction infldCy/dal-as  'the
" - ?.

store is moved aft at a given spsnwise  pdsition~'&d this can
be explained~in term-of the decrease in the inean~effective
, sidewash,over  the
reduction iii laC

ylon,md.middle  part of the store.
_ 4

The
da1 is greater at subsonic thm:at'supersonic. -

speeds and this can be related to the fact that significant
values of la/al  are maintained back to the wing trailing edge
at supersonic speeds (Fig.'26). Qusntitatively,  however, the
correlation is not quite so good. *On the basis of.the  sidewash
data, one might have expected something like a 25% reduction in
I"+4 as the store was moved back from x = 0 to xs = 0.50,

.,but  in fact, a reduction of'about  50% is obierved,. '
.

,(b)  As the store is moved out at a given chordwise,position,
lqd increases particularly at supersonic speeds and this
trend is also consistent with predictions based onthe local
sidewash  datg. For example, subtraction of the valises  of Q for

. a = 0 end 8 at subsonic speeds in;Fi&.22(a)  and 24(a) shows
thatU/a  only increases.slightly between y, = 9.50,and y,,= 0.50
MY S = 0.75; at supei-sonic  speeds, on-the  other hand, the
increase in u/a with'ys is'mch more  &no&ed as shown  in.Fig.26,

(0) As L& illustration of how the changes izi'ldC;bd,lvrith Mach riumbor_
for,a given store ‘position can be explained in teims of-the si%-
wash data, let us consider the results for the store at x = d,
y, = 0.50, IdCddal-f I

S
irst increases with Mach number at/subsonic. . .

speeds; this trend would be expected in the sub-critical range
because then, the flow under the wing at high speeds 'c&be
related to the incompressible flow  aFund  an analogcus  wing.

, This correlation would suggest an iocr.ease.with  Mach number in
the maximum values of o/a below the wing leading edge-and\hence
over the pylon end the mid-palt  of the store.

1.0, I+%zI d
Second, near M =

ecreases with Liach number and this~change  rY
corresponds to when a mixed-flm &gime is developing. If-one
constructed pictures similar to Fig.a(b)  and 26 for-a.supe_rsonic
Mach number lovfer than M = 1.6,.the  wing,leading-@ge  shock..would
lie much further ahead of the wing and so the pylon snd.the  mid-
part of the store and even the <store  nose would lie .domstream  of
region of high local sidewash behind the wing leading-edgephock.
It is plausible to suggest that under these conditions, the local
sidewash  over the pylon could be less than at high subsonic spee3.s
and if so. the observed. decrease in &!,,/&I  would fdlbr. .

.I The (SP) data for the store without tail fim st xs = o..& y,' = 0.50, hro
not included in Fig.?1  because the CT -acurves in this particulti case
seem rather scattered: at the end of this test, it was found t%aithe
store was loose and this is the probable explanation of the scattered
reslgts. ) - * ,

---~-

/Finally, above:....
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Finally, above about M = 1.2, IdC/daI increases again and it is
reasonable to suggest that this is when the nose of the store is
beginning to experience the high local values of Iu/aI downstream
of the win
in IX$/da  between about M = 1.2 snd 1.4 would be followed by a7

leading-edge shock. By the same token, this increase

decrease at some higher Maoh number outside the range of the
present tests when the nose of the store and ultimately, part of
the store-plyon  intersection lay upstream of the bow shock and
hence in a region where there is no wing-induced sidewash,

(d) As a second illustration of how the Mach-number effects can be
explained, consider the results for the store at xs = 0.50, y, =
0.50. In this case, there is only a small change in ldCI/da\
until about M = 0.9 but then, as the Elaoh number is increased
further to bi  = 1.2 there is quite a pronounced increase amounting
to about 3% in the case of the (SP) values for the finned store.
Cme is tern ted to ascribe this increase to an increase in the
values of u/al below the rear half of the wing lower surface.P
It cannot however be quite as simple as this because there is

any change with Iiach number in the fin contribution to
ygxl. It is possible that the changes inu/a are more
pronounced over the mid-part of the store and the pylon than over
the fins. Later tests may show that the variation of IdCy/daI
with M for a store in this position maybe somewhat different if
the store is mounted on a sweptback rather than a swept forward
pylon.

One final point should be made about the values of Id+'daI . It has
been seen that the changes with iiach number for most of the configurations
tested are fairly small and in general, less than might have been predicted
using the empirical method proposed in Ref.1 This conclusion should not
however be generalised too far until the test programme has been extonded
to include stores mounted at different depths below the wing. To judge
from the sidewash  data in Figs.22

d
- 26, it seems likely that larger increases

in dC da vrith Mach number will be observed for stores at greater depth.

Cl.3 =#B , Sideforoe Due To Sideslip
--_

The variation of. dCJ&T ~Lth 1iach  number for the different store/pylon
configurations at mid semispan are shown  in pig.l2(a)  and for the other

a=oO,  .
spanwise6p;x+iti~;2inoFig.12(b). Values are presented for three incidenoes,

. .

To the first order,  one might have expected that dC/d@  would be
independent of Nach number,  store position and incidence but in fact, all of
these variables can have a significant effect. This is because the local *
sidewash  over the store/pylon will change with@ and it does not necessarily
follow that the changes under the fongard  and rearward wing panels will
always be in opposite directions. Hence, the changes in sidewash can in
principle either give an increase or a decrease in d!+!dp while under some
conditions, coincidentally, the changes in sidewash  under the two wing
panels would be the same and this would not affect dCr/dp. As rmgj-lt  be
expeoted, the consequent effects of Biaoh  number, store position and incidence
are somewhat interrelated and in trying to sum up the effects of any one of
these variables, the remarks have to be qualified with reference to the
other two. Despite this, a summary of the more important trends is given
below :

(a) The general tendency is for ldi+/dpI  to increase with >Iach
number. At low in&de&e,  this increase occurs fairly
suddenly near li = 1.0, but at higher incidences  it is spread

/over a wider......
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over a wider b&h-number  range. The increase tends to be.
greatest for the finned stores mounted in the aft position
at xs = 0.50. The (S) and (SP) data indicate similar variations
with Kach number.

The principal reason for .a change in dCy/d@ with &ch number is
that the loading over a store at a given angle to the flow will
vary between sdbscnic  and supersonic speeds, but the fact' that
the changes &.a somewhat dependent on the store chxdwSse  position
ccnfirms  that the effects  of Mach nuinber  on the local sidewash
field also play a part. Primarily, the effect of sideslip  on
the sidewash  field must be similar to the effect of a change in
sweepback  but quslitativel,y,  one csn expect sqnificsnt  effects
in regions where at zero srdeslip, aO;/dx  is either Urge  or
chsngmg sign. Condllions  near x
At CI = 0" at subsonic speeds,

S
= 0.50 provide a good example.

Fig.22(a)  shows that.1~1  decraanes
both ahead of snd t? the rear of xs = 0.50 snd tlris characteristic
helps to Ensure  that  the changes in sidewash  with@ under the
forward and rearward wang panels compensate  for one another in
their effect on dCr/dp for a store at xs = 0.50. At supersonic
speeds, on the other hand, Fig.22(b)  shows that dcr/dx  does not
change sign near x

S
= 0.50 snd there will now be a tendency for

the effects under the two wing P‘snels  under sideslip  conditions to
add up rather than to compensate. This analysis is far flvm
complete because it ignores the variation in d with wing sweep
but it could help to explain why the increase in IdCr/dplwith
IIach number is particularly apparent for the stores at xs = 0.50.

The effects of store chordwise posation on dCr/dp,  are not very
siplificant  at subsonic speeds but at supersonic speeds, Iqdpl
tends to increase as the store 1.9  moved aft. This is certaanly
true comparing the results for xs = 0.15 and xs = 0.5; but at
high tiidences, it is not always true between xs = 0 and xs =
0.15. Primarily, one can take dCk/dp to be independent  of xs at
subsonic speeds snd to vary at supersonic speeds according to the.
relation :

(b)

IdCr/dP  1 =  I+?&,  I  o  -“‘064xs

This relation  was deduced from th& results for the -stores at. the
mid skmispan  station * and appears to apply arrespective  of whether
the store has tail fins or not.andirrespective.of  whether (S) or
(SP) data is berng  considered,

(c) The variation in dCy/dp  with spsnwise  position is difficult to
determine from the limited results of the present tests but for.
xs = 0.50,~~+4  decreaseo as the store is moved in from ys =-
0.50 to y, = 0.30, by about 0.05 for the (SP) values or 0.02 for. ._
the (S) values. There is also sosxs suggestion that the values of
IdCy/dpI decrease as the store as moved out from y, = 0.50 to

-_--.---L____- -______  -_--.-
qs Striotly,  the mean values of dCy/d@ for either subsonic or super-
sonic sptxds  were used - i.e. Fig,33(a)  rather than Fig.l2(a).

- ..- __-^ __. -.- _-_-.--.__-_ - - -

/ys = 0.75......



(4 In nearly all the cases, 1 dCT/dal  increases appreciably with
incidence. In pef.1  anoincrease  of 25~owas  quoted as a typical
change between a= @ = 0 and a = p = 10 snd the present results
are fairly consistent liith this prediction although they serve to
emphasise that "a percentage .+crease"  is not the most appro-
priate way in which to expre&' thg change. In extreme cases,
the change in dcr/dp betweena=  0 snd a = 12.9' mounts to as
as much as 60% bud.there is the;odd  case where 1 dCI/d@l actually
decreases slightly with incidence.

The results can be resolve&better by expressing the change in ;"y/"p

-UC-

ys = a.75  at xs I 0 but this trend is less clearly established.
To sum up, it seems that IdCr/dpI is greater near mid semispan
than  elsewhere but it may be unwise to draw such a general
conclusion.

with incidence as an increment rather than  as an appreciable change. At
subsonic speeds, the (S) and (SP) data for both the finned and unfinned
stores can be reduced to a single relation, viz,

where a is expressed in degrees. Strictly, there is scme  tendency for the
quantity

At
teds to

"O.OO&"  to decrease as the store is move+ aft.

supersonic speeds, the difference betieen IdCI/d~ls  and Idcr/"pIsp
increase with incidence and therefore, ti?o  relations are needed, viz

Strictly, these relations apply only uhen xs = 0; in both cases, the results
suggest a definite trend for the variation with incidence to decrease as the
store is moved aft; indeed, when xs = 0.50 the (S) data indicate a decrease
rather than an increase in &/dpl witha (Fig.l2(a)).

The tendency  for dCr/dp to vary more viith  incidence when the store is
below the vring~leacling  edge is understandable since it is in this region,
particularly at supersonic speeds, that the local  sidewash  over the pylon
and the nose and mid-part of the store is likely to be most sensitive to
small changes in either incidence or sideslip.

8.1.4 Effects of iviach  Number and Store Position on Ma Side Loads- - _ll_-_l__.. -. . .w
The assessment of how the maximum sic?e loads on the store/pylon for a

given application are likely to vary with store position and Nach number
depends on the incidence and sideslip  range dictated by the aircraft flight
envelope. This will deteratie  the relative magnitudes of the contributions
frcmCI , dqla and dqaa. In general, harever.  the critical stressing

0

case is likely to correspond with the m,aximum positive incidence  combined
with sidox~sp  in the appropriate sense to give an adclitive contribuzicn to
5 Under these conditions, the aercej?lamic  and inertia forces should be
acting in the same direction. In general, the maximum side load under
these ccn2i.tions should decrease as the store is rnmnzd  aft and also probably,
as the store is moved inboard,  i.e, of the configurations ircluded  in the
prosent tests, the smallest values were obtained with the store at x = e.50

/ys = 0.30. ELrther,  it Ys...
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ys = 0.30. Purther, it is probable that when expressed in non-dinmsional
coefficient fom, t+ values will be smaller at supersonic speeds than at
subsonic speeds.

These are broad general conclusions and they need some qualifications
because they will not necessarily apply in all cases. Points worth noting
include the following : .

(i) The general tendency for the maximum side 'load to decrease
as the store Is moved aft will nearly always be true at low
supersonic speeds because in the aft positions, IdC,/P,I
should be-less and CT should be more positive. -(It  *olld

0
be noted all through this discussion that a positive value
forCY means that this is a relieving term when considering

0
the side load at positive incidences). A factorworking  in
the opposite senseis  that the values of 1 acr/apI  at super-
sonic speeds will tend to be g3sater  for the aft stores but
normally, this should not be sufficient to offset the trend
dictated by the behaviour of CY and IdC/daI  ,

0

At subsonic speeds, the position is not quite so clear. Then
1 r/ JdC da will show  a considerable reduction as the store is
moved aft but this might be offset in certain cases by the
reduction in the positive Cy'. Hence the general trend

0
could be reversed if the maximum positive incidence mere not
too large. Also, for soms aircraft applications (as seen
below in section IO), fuselage-induced sidewash  can materially
increase the negative sidewash  at zero incidence and hence  the
positive values of.Cy ; this would certainly reduce the

0
maxinnun values of Cy at positive incidence and could modify the
trend nith chordwise-position,

(iii) The normal tendency for the maximum.values  of 5 to increase,
.

between subsonic and supersonic speeds may possibly not apply
for certain aft-mounted storeconfigurations for which the
increase in Cy near hi = 1.0 could reverse the normal trend.

i - 0
Also, for stores mounted well forward, the nwd.mum valuei of
CT may occur at transonic speeds because it is possible for
1~~~1 to be still increasing with i:ach  number when Cy has

. 0 .
already started to decrease,

. *.
(iv) It is most important to remember that in'practice, the maximum

side loads as distinct from the mxdmum values of Cy may well
occur at trsnsonic speeds for quite a range of configurations.
This is because transonic Mach numbers are likely to be assoc-
iated with higher values of A&V2 than are the supersonic Uach
numbers. It is just in the transcnic  region near ti = 1.0
that the loads will be most difficult to predict to a good
accuracy and hence experimental checks on specific installatiom
are always likely to be required.

The above remarks have been based on -the  assumption that positive
incidences will provide the critical stressing case. 'Phi.2  may not always
be true particularly if one is considering sn example giving a large positi=
value of Cy . The maximum negative-g condition should then be checked

0
. .

/because in such cases......
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because in such cases, the contributions from CY , X+/da and aCr/dp can
0

all be in the same sense. If this proves to be a more  critical stressing
case than the positive condition, it is even more likely that moving the
stores aft would reduce the maxim values of CY'

8.2 Store&lon  Yawing Moments- -

Figs.3 and 5 show that the variation of.Cn with incidence is not as
linear as the variation of Cy, particularly when the store has tall  fins.
The changes in slope are mere pronounced when the stores are in the forward
positions; for xs = 0.50, the changes are fairly trivial especially at
supersonic speeds. Near and just abcve  M = 1.0, the Cn- (Z curves can be
non-linear because the&e is a significant change with Nach number in progress
and this is occurinq  at slightly different Mach numbers accodtig to
incidence. Leaving aside this Hach-number  range, the general tendency is
for IdCddaI  to b- scc me more positive  above some incidence (a<) which depends
on both Piach  number and store position. This is particularly true for the
fmed  store and it is therefore the fin contribution to dCdda that is
largely responsible for the change in slope ata,. For xs = O,a,=  3' at
M  = 0.6, 0' at EII = 0.96 and is negative at supersunic  speeds.
0.15, a,is  near 7' at M = 0.6,

For xs =
3’ at LI = 0.96 and 0' at supersonic  speeds.

If one uses  Wgs.22 and 24 to deduce the~likely  charactfrxc.,cs  of the local
sidewash  fields at these values ofa,, it appears that they could correspond
approximately wxth when the local wing-induced sidewash ever  the fins of
the store is changing sqn from negative to positive. It may be more
approprA@e  to say that this is when the wing-induced sidewash  over the fins
becomes of the same sign as the sidewash  over the ncse of the store. To
judge from the C,- a curves, the fins then become more effective. This
can only be advanced as a very tentative and incomplete correlation;
measured load distrlbuticns or pressure distributions on the store would be
needed to carry the explanation further. Uithout trying to be too precise,
however, the fact that the Cn- a curves are less linear than the Cp- a
data is perhaps only to be expected since the yawing moments depend primarily
on the flew  over the ncse  and tail of the store whereas the sideforce  values
depend primarily on the local sidewaah  ever  the pylon and mid-part of the
store : in other words, the yawing moments depend  critically on the
detailed non-uniformity of ths flow field whereas the sideforce values, to
the first order, depend more  nearly on the sidewash at a certain point in
the field.

Despite the non-linear C,- a curves, it was still thought worthwhile
analysinp the data in terms of Cn , aCr(& and dCJdp as in sections

0
8.2.1, 8.2.2 ml  8.2.3 below. One reason for doing thx is that as shu+n
in Figs.3 and 5, the maximum absolute values of C, for the finned stores
are usually obtained near zero incdence  i.e., if Cn is pcsltive, acJaa

0
is usually negative ma vice versa ma so in practice Cn may be the most
imporLant  texl. 0

8 . 2 . 1  c
a

Yawing Mrmsnt at a = p = 0"

The variation of Cn with Mach number for the different store  positions
0

at mid semi;~an is shcwn  in Fig.l3(a)  and for the other spsnwise  pcsxtions
in Fig.l3(b).

/Fcr the further......
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Fur the further forwsrd  store positions, xs = 0 and 0.15, the valuse
o f  cn are negative (i.e. a nosetoutward moment) and the absolute values

0 .
increase with Xach number conside6abl.v. For xs t 0, this LlllmsgaoDstly
appears in the subsonio  range but for xs = O.l?,  it occurs later E+
persists Up to Ei = 1.4. As the store is moved aft, the values, of Cn

become less negative until for x
9

= 0.50, the values are podtive at Zll
Mach numbers-in the test range. Talxing  as'an  example the'(SP)  values for
the finned store, at subsonic speeds these range  from about -0.4 at xs = 0,
through -0.03 for x = 0.15 to +0.08  for xs = 0.5; .at I$ = 1.4, the
corresponding value: are -0.27, -O.lV snd  43.04. Fig.l3(b)  shows that
spanwise  position does not have a marked effect on ihe values of Cn

although there is a fairly consistent trend  for Cn to becoms  more zegative
0

as the store is moved inboard.

The fin coniribution to C, is negative (i.e. nose-out) for the forward
0

store positions but is positive for xs = 0.50. In contrast to the fin
contribution to CY which is roughly independent'of  Mach number, the fin

0

contribution to Cn is.app-iably  larger at sup&sonic  speeds than at
0

subsonic speeds.

Qualitatively, the Cn data csn be related to the.local  sidewash  fields

in a similar mmner  to the'values of Cy . For example,
0

(a) The negative values of Cn obtained for the forwad stci?e ~7

-locations  are due to the ;ositive  sidewash  o&r the nose of the
store and-the negative wing-induzed si-ash  over.the  .tail of
the' store. Both these characteristics contribute to the-nose-
out rmment and both would be expected to increase with Mach
number. This is consistent witithe increase in C with M .

bol I
at subsonic speeds,. .

(b) At supersonic speeds, when xs = 0, the nose of the st&e
becomes subject to the large positive side- behind the wing
leading-edge shock at a relatively low supersonic biacW
and hence, this explains the large negative values of Cn . _

0

Beyond Id = 1.4, i.e., outside the range  of the present tests,
the store nose would lie ahead of the leading-edge shockand‘
then, a decrease in ICnol  might be expected. With xs = 0.15,

the mean sidewash  over the nose of the store would still be
increasing with Eiaoh  number'between M = 1.0 and IU D 1.4 and again,
this is consistent with the faqt  that Cn is still becoming more

0

negative with increasing Mach number in this r&e,

(o) With xs = 0.50, the sidewash  over the nose of the store wodd‘
probably be negative rather than positive while the effect&e
sidewash  over the tail allowing for the angle  induced by the
flow over the nose might well be positive. This means that the

/sidewash . . . . . . .
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sidewash  distribution from nose to tail for xs = 0.50 is in the
opposite direction to what, it is for the fom?arfl store  locations
and this explains why Cn is positive rather than negative,

0' .
,

(a) The same considerations explain the change in sign of the fin
contribution to C as the store is roved  aft: There is alson

0

an increase in the fin contribution at supersonic speeds as
compared with subsonic speeds; this could be partly due to
larger sidewash  over the fins at supersonic speeds and partly to
the fact that there would then be no forward influence from the
fins on the flow over the rest of the store, '

(e) The'effects of spanwise  position on Cn can also be related w-ulth

the sidewash  characteristics. For example, with x = 0, moving
outfromys  =0.5Otoy

S
= 0.75 gives 1 decrease  k/C,lat

subsonic speeds but an increase at supersonic speeds and this is
consistent with the changes in the wing-induced sidewash  as sho%n
in Wg.23. Similarly, moving the store in fromys = 0.50 to
ys = 0.30, at x = 0.50 should reduce the wing-induced sidewash

S

over the store at allliach  numbers and this is borne out by the
reduction in the values of C no (Fa.l3b)).

8.2.2 dCr/da  , Yawing Moment Due To Incidence
- - .  . me-

The variation of dC de lrith  Idach number for the different stored
positions at mid semispan  is shown in Fig.l4(a)  and for the other spanwise
positions in Fig.l4(b). Two sets of values of dCr/aa are presented,
described respectively as the "slope at zero incidence" and "slope at high
incidence". Strictly,  the values labelled  "at high incidence" apply when
a > a, and as noted earlier, s, is often quite small, e.g., for xs = O,a, = 3'
at M = 0.6 decrezsingoto  some negative incidence at M = 1.4 while for
xs = 0.35, 4 = 5 - 7, at subsonic speeds decreasing to about 0" at M = 1.2 -
1.4. 'Ihen  a,is  near O', the values of dC da for a = 0' may be somewhat2
uncertain and this acoounts for some of the erratic variation in the values
shovrn  in Fzg.14. Too much attention should not be paid to this; rather,
one should concentrate on the main trends.

Ek the store vrithout  tail fins, the,values  of dC da at zerod'
incidence do not vary greatly I.ith  store chordwise  position but at higher
incidenoes,  there is a significant ohange, e.g, from about 0 to -0.01 as the
store is moved aft from xs = 0 to xs= 0.50. Too faztors  probably contribute
to this change. First, the nose of the store is nearer the region of
maximumu/a  when xs = 0.50 and second, at subsonic speeds at least, the nose
of the store would then also be in a region of higher dynank pressure
(Fig. 27).

1
For the finned store, the effects of chordwise position are'most  pro-

nounced. This is because particularly at high incidences,  the fin oontri-
bution to dCr/da  decreases greatly as the store is moved aft, e.g, it is
about 0.02 uhen x = 0 but only about 0.005 when xs = 0.50. The decrease in9
the fin contribution as the store 1s moved aft would be predicted since  the
fins are then further away from the region of higho/a.

As regards the effect of store spanwise  position it is difficult to
establish any consistent trends.

/Mach-number effects.......
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l&oh-number effects on dC$ds  are also difficult to summarise  simply.

ibr xs = 0, &r(da  te.nds'to  become more positive with increasing I&h number,
particularly at.supersonic  speeds. For x

: =
= 0.15, the trend is inthe same

direction but somewhat..zmaller. For xs = 0.50 at subsonic“speeds,  the ,
.trend is in the opposite,.direction  but this reverses again above AI = 1.0..
-None of these changes nith  haoh number amount-to more than about 0.01 in
rqp& ,in all cases,rt,hey  appesr to be related to changes'in thlt  flW
over the nose of the store; the fin contribution to dCdda never varies
significantly with Mach number.

1 f3.2.?q&l&- Yawing l!oment  Due to Sideslip

.The Cn-a c-b in Figs.7 - 9 a+y reasonably linear or to be more
precise a$* has zmch the same value irrespective of whetherp Is positive
or negative.
finned store.

Ihis does not always apply for foroard  positions of the
&an values of "cd@ for stores.at  the mid semispan  station

are shown  in Fig.l5(a),  fins off, of.l5(b),  fins on. As with dCY/d@ ,
values are presented'for  z, = O", 6.5' and f2.9'.

. It should be noted that although the (SJ?) and (S) values of dCn/d@
were measured on stores on opposite wing panels, both have been plotted on
Fig.15 as if they were both located on the starboard wing panel.

E0r the finned store, the values of dCr(dp  are always negative, i.e,
positive sideslip, nose to port,,gives a nose-outward moment on a store
beneath the starboard wing panel. Except at low incidences  and subsonic
speeds, the fin contribution is usually in the same sense.

For the store without fins, dCr/dg is negative at subsonic speeds but
near and above M = l;O, there is a variation tovards  a positive value,  e.g,
the (SP) values for xs L 0 vary from about.-O.O?3  at subsonic speeds to
about +O.O03  at supersonic speeds at a = 0" or from-about -0;002  to about
4015  for s = 12.9'. The effect of store chordwise position is trivial at
zero incidence but becomes significant as the incidence is increased,
a variation towards a more negative value for dCJdp as the store is

giving

saved aft.

For the finned store, Fig.i5(b)  shows that the principal difference is
that the variation with Mach number near and above Iii ~'1.0  is in the opposite
sense to that observed for the unfinned store. The (SP) values for x = 0

S

vary from about,?.009  at subsonic speeds to about -0.024 at superBonic
speeds at a = 0 and from about -0.018  to about 4.035 at a = 12.9 . Cnoe
again, store chordwise position has relatively little effect at a E 0' but
becomes more  importsnt  as the incidence is increased with the variation
again being in the opposite sense to that observed for the unfinned store.

8.3 Ston&vlon  Side Load  Centres,-v-
%I z-coordinate of Load Centre.-- .---_-_. .--_-WI-  -

In view of the non-linear nature of the C -ctcurves,  it may be prefer-n _
able for stressing purposes to think in terms of the values of C dc,(".  . “0’

and the x-coordinate of the centre of load due to incidence rather than the
values of dC$da. Typical plots of the variation of the chordwise oentre
of.pressure  (y/d) with incidence for-the  stores at the midsemispan  staJion
are presented in Fig.16 while the variation :iith  Mach number at a = 6.5 is
given in Fig.17. men cy = 0, the position of the centre of pressure is

/indeterminate and so...
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indeterminat e and so the values near a = 3" are not of great significance.
Flg.16 show that for the finned store, the centre of pressure tends to
approach the store rmd-point as the incidence is increased. Hence,
assuming that the store mid-point is a representative moment centre when
considering the store-pylon or pylon-wing fixations, the moments at the
maxionun positive in@.dsnce  stressing cond&tion should be fairly small.
This is VIM a = 6.5 rather than a = 12.9 -was selected for the cross-plots
in Fig.17,  but it should be noted that at (X = 6.5', the centres of pressure
are still a fair distance sway from the a?ymptotic values they tend to
approach at high mcidence. iilso, the values for xs = 0.50 approach
their limiting asymptote from the rear whereas the values for xs = 0 aM
0.15 approach from the forward end. This means that Fig.j7 tends to
present an exaggerated picture as rega@s the effects of store chordwise
position; if it had been for (X = 12.9 , the effects woiould  still tend to be
in the same sense but would be much smaller. One should therefore be care-
ful about dralnng quantitative conclusions from F1g.17;  qualitative trends
should  hwlever be indicated correctly.

AU the curves in Fig.17 show that at subsonic speeds, the centre of
pressure teds  to move forward slightly whereas above P,i = 1.0, the general
tendency is for It to move rearw&-d  although for the finned stores this last
trend is sometimes reversed above )I = 1.2. The oentres of pressure are
tither forward Ithen xs = 0.15 than Mhen xs = 0 or 0.50. This variation
with store chordwise position is understandable since it is when xs = 0.15
that the nose of the store 1s nearest the region of maximum (a/a) and
clearly, the flow over the nose plays a msJor  part in determining  the yawing
moments on the store. The variations in centres of pressure with both Maoh
number and store chordwise position are less pronounced in the (SP) data
than in the (S) data; this is because the loads on the pylon give an
appreciable increment in CY but only a relatively small change  in Cn.

At a = 6.5'.(Fig.17),  the centre of load on the store itself can in
an extreme case be as far forward as the store nose (fins off', xs = 0.15,
)i = 1.0) while at the other extreme, it can be abwt 1 x store diameter aft
of the store mid-point (fins on, xs = 0.5, supersonic N). At higher
inoidences,  the range of possible values sround the store rmd-point would be
muoh less. The cenkres  of load for the full store/pylon assembly at a =
6.5' vary between about 2d ahead of the store mid-point and Id aft of the
store mid-point; by a = 12.Y", they lie within +0,2d of the store mid-
point for the finned  store and between 0.U and l.Od  for the store tithout
fins.

8.3.2 s-coordinate of kentres of Pressure1._  .-._ I- ^I

Some typical examples of hew the depthdse  centre of pressure varies
with inoideme  for the stores at mid semispsn  are shown in Fig.18 while Fig,
19 presents a cross;plot a&n& Each number at the maximum positive
incidence, a = 12.9 . These values are clearly relevant when assessing
the bending moment of the side load about either the pylon-dng  or pylon-
store fixations. Once agam, the positions ape indeterminate ~tien CY = 0
but unlike the chordwise centres of pressure, Fig.18 shows that the depth-
wise centres very quickly a:lproech their asymptotic values as the incidence
is either increased or decreased from the condition  givulg CY = 0. In
fact, the evidence  of Figs.18 and 19 is that neither incidence nor Diach
number has much effect on the depthTG.se load centres.

This leaves the store chordwise position and the presence or absence
of the tail fsns as the only variables having any s*ificant  effect. The
influence of the tail has already been noted. Both the (S) snd (SP) data
confirm that the addition of the fins tends to move the load centres down-
ward, particulerly when the stores are mounted at xs = 0.50. The probable
explanation is that the upper fins lose some effectiveness since  they lie
in or near the wake of the pylon.

/As would be expected....


































































































































































